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Abstract: The cultivation and creation of “model branches” of National Party building work is an important part of the general 
requirements of Party building in the new era. Gansu Agricultural University Plant Protection College Teaching Staff  Party Branch 
became the second batch of units to cultivate and create “model branches” of National Party building work, and in May 2022, By 
the provincial party committee education work department check, the Ministry of Education ideological and political work depart-
ment review, identifi ed through acceptance. Party branch staff  always adhere to the “beginner’s mind is written in the post, to the 
mission to carry out in action” the creation of the idea, with “three will be a lesson” as the gripper, strive to achieve “powerful” 
seven, prompting branch teacher party members, from the perspective of the teaching, scientifi c research and social service, based 
on the labor of duty, practicing teaching mission, his mind with QiangNong xingnong as own duty, We will give full play to the 
strengths and characteristics of our major to help revitalize rural areas.
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In December 2019, the Faculty Party Branch of The College of Plant Protection of Gansu Agricultural University (hereinafter 
referred to as the “Faculty Party Branch”) was approved as the second batch of cultivation and creation units of “National Party 
Construction Model Branch”. Now there are 32 Party members, accounting for 78.05% of the total number of teachers and staff , 
including 15 senior titles, 24 doctors and 23 professional and technical personnel, which are characterized by high titles, high education 
and a high proportion of professional and technical personnel. One winner of the National May 1st Labor Medal, one national March 
8th Red fl ag bearer, one Outstanding Teacher of Gansu Province, and two Young Teachers award of Gansu Province. 

1.  Focusing on the “Three meetings and one lesson”, we strive to achieve the “seven 
strengths”

According to the Ministry of Education about the second batch of the new era of party construction in colleges and universities 
“double gen” priority task guide (basic-level party branch) and the standardization of institution construction of the party branch in 
gansu province’s handbook, combined with the gansu agricultural university, institute of plant protection staff  party branch “boiler-
plate branch” foster to create a plan, with new thinking, new ways and new methods for basic working train of thought, In accordance 
with the requirements of “seven strengths”, a series of themed activities with distinctive characteristics, such as political theory study, 
Party spirit education and practical education, have been carried out centering on strict “three meetings and one lesson”.[1]

2.   Give full play to the vanguard model of party members and promote the central 
work of the college
2.1 Adhere to the original intention of teaching and educating people, and take on the mission of moral 
education
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Since the establishment of the “model branch” of the party branch, teaching and educating people has achieved excellent results. 
Excellent party member on behalf of professor bing-liang xu won the award of gansu agricultural university in 2020, the principal 
“teaching award”, the team of six members made for class “plant disease diagnostics guide” in January 2020 in the wisdom tree plat-
form online, in August 2020 in learning power secondary platform online learning platform in gansu province show that education 
course construction projects approved by the gansu agricultural university, In November 2020, it was approved as one of the first 
national offline first-class courses by the Ministry of Education. [2]

2.2 Focus on scientific research and strive to be the pioneer of scientific and technological innovation
Party branch staff members based on jobs and the labor of duty, in characteristic industry of gansu province “fruit chips greenstuffs 

medicine” and hexi plant protection problem in the breeding industry vigorously demand as the guide, service and rural poverty in gansu 
province tackling tough problems revitalization strategy implementation, coagulation hearts meet force of party members, teachers 
in gansu agricultural plant protection problems in the development of pioneer to achieve scientific and technological innovation, in 
order to solve practical problems as own duty, To promote the development of characteristic agriculture in Gansu Province as the 
goal, through promoting the development of agricultural industry to help fight poverty; At present, the college undertakes more than 
60 scientific research projects, including 12 national Natural Science Foundation of China projects, 3 national key RESEARCH and 
development projects, with a total funding of more than 10 million yuan. He has published more than 70 academic papers, including 
17 SCI papers and 9 national patents.

2.3 Give full play to professional advantages and contribute to rural revitalization
To fully implement the Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, earnestly implement the general 

requirements for Party building for the new era, and promote in-depth integration of Party building with rural revitalization. 

3.  Conclusion
Gansu agricultural university, institute of plant protection staff all the teacher party members, the party branch to the new era of 

the thoughts of casting the soul of socialism with Chinese characteristics education, with khalid ents as the fundamental, QiangNong 
xingnong as own duty, by national party branch “example” foster to create, to strengthen the party branch staff teachers based on the 
work of party members, practicing teaching mission, his mind has played a major advantage, Promote the green plant pest prevention 
and control, promote the development of the agricultural industry, recover the economic losses, to realize the agricultural production, 
increasing farmers’ income, to win the battle, boost rural poverty, beautiful happy new home construction to provide the support of 
science and technology, the implementation of the “beginner’s mind will be written on post, the mission to carry out in action” basic 
creation concept.
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